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introduction /  motivationintroduction /  motivation

observationalobservationalobservationalobservationalobservationalobservationalobservationalobservational data (CMB) data (CMB) data (CMB) data (CMB) data (CMB) data (CMB) data (CMB) data (CMB) stronglystronglystronglystronglystronglystronglystronglystrongly support the support the support the support the support the support the support the support the inflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationary paradigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigm

Spergel (2006)

•• despitedespitedespitedespitedespitedespitedespitedespite itsitsitsitsitsitsitsits successsuccesssuccesssuccesssuccesssuccesssuccesssuccess, inflation , inflation , inflation , inflation , inflation , inflation , inflation , inflation remainsremainsremainsremainsremainsremainsremainsremains a a a a a a a a paradigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigmparadigm in in in in in in in in searchsearchsearchsearchsearchsearchsearchsearch of a modelof a modelof a modelof a modelof a modelof a modelof a modelof a model

•• successfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessful inflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationary modelsmodelsmodelsmodelsmodelsmodelsmodelsmodels shouldshouldshouldshouldshouldshouldshouldshould bebebebebebebebe motivatedmotivatedmotivatedmotivatedmotivatedmotivatedmotivatedmotivated by by by by by by by by fundamentalfundamentalfundamentalfundamentalfundamentalfundamentalfundamentalfundamental physicsphysicsphysicsphysicsphysicsphysicsphysicsphysics

•• as the cosmological data as the cosmological data as the cosmological data as the cosmological data as the cosmological data as the cosmological data as the cosmological data as the cosmological data keepkeepkeepkeepkeepkeepkeepkeep improvingimprovingimprovingimprovingimprovingimprovingimprovingimproving impressivelyimpressivelyimpressivelyimpressivelyimpressivelyimpressivelyimpressivelyimpressively fastfastfastfastfastfastfastfast, , , , , , , , itititititititit becomesbecomesbecomesbecomesbecomesbecomesbecomesbecomes urgent            urgent            urgent            urgent            urgent            urgent            urgent            urgent            
to to to to to to to to findfindfindfindfindfindfindfind an an an an an an an an inflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationaryinflationary model model model model model model model model withwithwithwithwithwithwithwith a a a a a a a a solidsolidsolidsolidsolidsolidsolidsolid theoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical foundationfoundationfoundationfoundationfoundationfoundationfoundationfoundation

•• susysusysusysusysusysusysusysusy gutsgutsgutsgutsgutsgutsgutsguts: end of inflation : end of inflation : end of inflation : end of inflation : end of inflation : end of inflation : end of inflation : end of inflation isisisisisisisis accompaniedaccompaniedaccompaniedaccompaniedaccompaniedaccompaniedaccompaniedaccompanied by cosmic string formationby cosmic string formationby cosmic string formationby cosmic string formationby cosmic string formationby cosmic string formationby cosmic string formationby cosmic string formation

•• studiesstudiesstudiesstudiesstudiesstudiesstudiesstudies on the on the on the on the on the on the on the on the probabilityprobabilityprobabilityprobabilityprobabilityprobabilityprobabilityprobability of the of the of the of the of the of the of the of the onsetonsetonsetonsetonsetonsetonsetonset of inflation of inflation of inflation of inflation of inflation of inflation of inflation of inflation indicateindicateindicateindicateindicateindicateindicateindicate thatthatthatthatthatthatthatthat itititititititit shouldshouldshouldshouldshouldshouldshouldshould taketaketaketaketaketaketaketake
place in the place in the place in the place in the place in the place in the place in the place in the deepdeepdeepdeepdeepdeepdeepdeep quantum quantum quantum quantum quantum quantum quantum quantum gravitygravitygravitygravitygravitygravitygravitygravity regimeregimeregimeregimeregimeregimeregimeregime

Jeannerot, Rocher, Sakellariadou (2003)

Calzetta, Sakellariadou (1990)

Germani, Nelson, Sakellariadou (2007)

inflation in the inflation in the inflation in the inflation in the processprocessprocessprocess of of of of branebranebranebrane interactions, interactions, interactions, interactions, 
withinwithinwithinwithin branebranebranebrane cosmologycosmologycosmologycosmology in string in string in string in string theorytheorytheorytheory contextcontextcontextcontext
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Calzetta, Sakellariadou (1990)

Germani, Nelson, Sakellariadou (2007)

inflation in the inflation in the inflation in the inflation in the processprocessprocessprocess of of of of branebranebranebrane interactions, interactions, interactions, interactions, 
withinwithinwithinwithin branebranebranebrane cosmologycosmologycosmologycosmology in string in string in string in string theorytheorytheorytheory contextcontextcontextcontextcosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstrings

cosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic strings



if string theory is the theory of everything, one should be ableif string theory is the theory of everything, one should be ableif string theory is the theory of everything, one should be ableif string theory is the theory of everything, one should be able
to find a natural inflationary scenario within string theoryto find a natural inflationary scenario within string theoryto find a natural inflationary scenario within string theoryto find a natural inflationary scenario within string theory

� one will be able to identify the one will be able to identify the one will be able to identify the one will be able to identify the inflatoninflatoninflatoninflaton and its properties and its properties and its properties and its properties 

� cosmological measurements will help to determine the cosmological measurements will help to determine the cosmological measurements will help to determine the cosmological measurements will help to determine the 
precise stringy description of our universeprecise stringy description of our universeprecise stringy description of our universeprecise stringy description of our universe



brane world modelbrane world modelbrane world modelbrane world model:::: realisation of nature in string theory realisation of nature in string theory realisation of nature in string theory realisation of nature in string theory 

all standard model particles are open string modes

each end of an open string must end on a brane             
the standard model particles are stuck on        

a stack of Dp-branes, while the remaining p-3 of the 
dimensions are wrapping some cycles in the bulk,   
where closed string modes such as graviton live 

observable observable observable observable 
branebranebranebrane

hidden 
brane

hidden 
brane

higher dimensional bulkhigher dimensional bulkhigher dimensional bulkhigher dimensional bulk



cosmological cosmological cosmological cosmological modelsmodelsmodelsmodels inspiredinspiredinspiredinspired by string by string by string by string theorytheorytheorytheory::::

� compactificationcompactificationcompactificationcompactification to 4 to 4 to 4 to 4 spacespacespacespace----time dimensions time dimensions time dimensions time dimensions leadsleadsleadsleads to to to to scalarscalarscalarscalar fieldsfieldsfieldsfields & & & & modulimodulimodulimoduli

� modulimodulimodulimoduli couldcouldcouldcould bebebebe the the the the inflatoninflatoninflatoninflaton fieldfieldfieldfield, , , , providedprovidedprovidedprovided theytheytheythey do not roll do not roll do not roll do not roll quicklyquicklyquicklyquickly

runawayrunawayrunawayrunaway modulimodulimodulimoduli wouldwouldwouldwould destroy destroy destroy destroy anyanyanyany consistent cosmological modelconsistent cosmological modelconsistent cosmological modelconsistent cosmological model

modulimodulimodulimoduli stabilizationstabilizationstabilizationstabilization, e.g. KKLT scenario, e.g. KKLT scenario, e.g. KKLT scenario, e.g. KKLT scenario

Dasgupta, Rajesh, Sethi (1999)

Giddings, Kachru, Polchinski (2002)

Kachru, Kallosh, Linde, Trivedi (2003)

Kachru, Kallosh, Linde, Malcadena, McAllister, Trivedi (2003)

� branebranebranebrane annihilations annihilations annihilations annihilations allowallowallowallow the the the the survivalsurvivalsurvivalsurvival onlyonlyonlyonly of 3of 3of 3of 3----dimensionaldimensionaldimensionaldimensional branesbranesbranesbranes,,,,

withwithwithwith the production of the production of the production of the production of fundamentalfundamentalfundamentalfundamental (F(F(F(F----strings) & Dirichlet D1strings) & Dirichlet D1strings) & Dirichlet D1strings) & Dirichlet D1----branesbranesbranesbranes (D(D(D(D----strings)strings)strings)strings)

Durrer, Kunz, Sakellariadou (2005)

Nelson, Sakellariadou (2008)

FFFF---- and Dand Dand Dand D----strings (strings (strings (strings (cosmic cosmic cosmic cosmic cosmic cosmic cosmic cosmic superstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstrings) are of cosmological size and ) are of cosmological size and ) are of cosmological size and ) are of cosmological size and 
theytheytheythey couldcouldcouldcould playplayplayplay the the the the rolerolerolerole of cosmic strings of cosmic strings of cosmic strings of cosmic strings 



end inflation via end inflation via end inflation via end inflation via branebranebranebrane--------antiantiantianti----branebranebranebrane annihilation annihilation annihilation annihilation 

when interwhen interwhen interwhen inter----brane separation decreases below a                            brane separation decreases below a                            brane separation decreases below a                            brane separation decreases below a                            
critical value, the tachyon field (open string stretching betweecritical value, the tachyon field (open string stretching betweecritical value, the tachyon field (open string stretching betweecritical value, the tachyon field (open string stretching between                         n                         n                         n                         
branebranebranebrane--------antiantiantianti----branebranebranebrane) develops an instability, and the rolling of                   ) develops an instability, and the rolling of                   ) develops an instability, and the rolling of                   ) develops an instability, and the rolling of                   
the tachyon field signals the decay of the the tachyon field signals the decay of the the tachyon field signals the decay of the the tachyon field signals the decay of the branebranebranebrane--------antiantiantianti----branebranebranebrane pairpairpairpair

tachyon field: complex field with a nontachyon field: complex field with a nontachyon field: complex field with a nontachyon field: complex field with a non----trivial vacuum manifold           trivial vacuum manifold           trivial vacuum manifold           trivial vacuum manifold           
formation of stable vortex configurationsformation of stable vortex configurationsformation of stable vortex configurationsformation of stable vortex configurations

these vortices are lowerthese vortices are lowerthese vortices are lowerthese vortices are lower----dim dim dim dim branesbranesbranesbranes, which would appear                     , which would appear                     , which would appear                     , which would appear                     
as as as as cosmic strings to a 4cosmic strings to a 4cosmic strings to a 4cosmic strings to a 4----dim observerdim observerdim observerdim observer

brane inflationbrane inflationbrane inflationbrane inflation



pair annihilation to form a daughter pair annihilation to form a daughter pair annihilation to form a daughter pair annihilation to form a daughter branebranebranebrane::::

� a brane has a         gauge symmetry and the gauge group of the a brane has a         gauge symmetry and the gauge group of the a brane has a         gauge symmetry and the gauge group of the a brane has a         gauge symmetry and the gauge group of the system          system          system          system          
isisisis

� the daughter brane possesses a          group: the linear combinthe daughter brane possesses a          group: the linear combinthe daughter brane possesses a          group: the linear combinthe daughter brane possesses a          group: the linear combination           ation           ation           ation           

� tachyon rolling results in SSB, which supports defects with eventachyon rolling results in SSB, which supports defects with eventachyon rolling results in SSB, which supports defects with eventachyon rolling results in SSB, which supports defects with even codimensioncodimensioncodimensioncodimension

Dp�D�p

U(1)

U(1) � U(1)

U(1) U(1)�

d = 2k

cosmic superstring formationcosmic superstring formationcosmic superstring formationcosmic superstring formation

D(p� 2k) ----branesbranesbranesbranes insideinsideinsideinside ----branesbranesbranesbranesDp

(3+1)(3+1)(3+1)(3+1)----dimdimdimdim universeuniverseuniverseuniverse: : : : eithereithereithereither D3D3D3D3----branes or  branes or  branes or  branes or  DpDpDpDp----branesbranesbranesbranes withwithwithwith (p(p(p(p----3)3)3)3)----dimdimdimdim compact compact compact compact 

KibbleKibbleKibbleKibble mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism in in in in uncompactifieduncompactifieduncompactifieduncompactified dimdimdimdim=3              d = 1, 2, 3 =3              d = 1, 2, 3 =3              d = 1, 2, 3 =3              d = 1, 2, 3 

D(p� 2) ----branesbranesbranesbranes are are are are seenseenseenseen as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3----dim observerdim observerdim observerdim observer

D3 �D�3 annihilation: vortices are D1annihilation: vortices are D1annihilation: vortices are D1annihilation: vortices are D1----strings  strings  strings  strings  

� the other linear combination disappears (only one brane remainsthe other linear combination disappears (only one brane remainsthe other linear combination disappears (only one brane remainsthe other linear combination disappears (only one brane remains)  by )  by )  by )  by 
having having having having its fluxes confined by its fluxes confined by its fluxes confined by its fluxes confined by its fluxes confined by its fluxes confined by its fluxes confined by its fluxes confined by (confining)(confining)(confining)(confining) fundamental (F) stringsfundamental (F) stringsfundamental (F) stringsfundamental (F) stringsfundamental (F) stringsfundamental (F) stringsfundamental (F) stringsfundamental (F) strings



annihilation: vortices are D1annihilation: vortices are D1annihilation: vortices are D1annihilation: vortices are D1----strings  strings  strings  strings  

� the other linear combination            disappears (only one brthe other linear combination            disappears (only one brthe other linear combination            disappears (only one brthe other linear combination            disappears (only one brane remains)  ane remains)  ane remains)  ane remains)  
by having by having by having by having its fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to beits fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to beits fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to beits fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to beits fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to beits fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to beits fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to beits fluxes confined by confining strings which are thought to be
fundamental (F) closed strings fundamental (F) closed strings fundamental (F) closed strings fundamental (F) closed strings fundamental (F) closed strings fundamental (F) closed strings fundamental (F) closed strings fundamental (F) closed strings 

U(1)+

D3 �D�3

(3+1)(3+1)(3+1)(3+1)----dimdimdimdim universeuniverseuniverseuniverse eithereithereithereither D3D3D3D3----branes or  branes or  branes or  branes or  DpDpDpDp----branesbranesbranesbranes withwithwithwith (p(p(p(p----3)3)3)3)----dimdimdimdim compact compact compact compact 

KibbleKibbleKibbleKibble mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism in in in in uncompactifieduncompactifieduncompactifieduncompactified dimdimdimdim=3        =3        =3        =3        d = 1, 2, 3 eveneveneveneven

D(p� 2) ----branesbranesbranesbranes are are are are seenseenseenseen as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3as COSMIC SUPERSTRINGS to a 3----dim observerdim observerdim observerdim observer

they extend in one large dim, wrapping same compact space as orithey extend in one large dim, wrapping same compact space as orithey extend in one large dim, wrapping same compact space as orithey extend in one large dim, wrapping same compact space as original ginal ginal ginal DpDpDpDp----branesbranesbranesbranes



superstring superstring superstring superstring intercommutationsintercommutationsintercommutationsintercommutations form a form a form a form a trilineartrilineartrilineartrilinear vertex vertex vertex vertex 

does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic superstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstring network network network network network network network network reachreachreachreachreachreachreachreach scalingscalingscalingscalingscalingscalingscalingscaling, or does , or does , or does , or does , or does , or does , or does , or does itititititititit freezefreezefreezefreezefreezefreezefreezefreeze
leadingleadingleadingleadingleadingleadingleadingleading to to to to to to to to predictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictions inconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistent withwithwithwithwithwithwithwith ourourourourourourourour observedobservedobservedobservedobservedobservedobservedobserved universeuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverse? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 

Fundamental (F) strings and 1Fundamental (F) strings and 1Fundamental (F) strings and 1Fundamental (F) strings and 1----dim dim dim dim DirichletDirichletDirichletDirichlet branesbranesbranesbranes (D(D(D(D----strings) strings) strings) strings) 
are generically produced at the end of brane inflationare generically produced at the end of brane inflationare generically produced at the end of brane inflationare generically produced at the end of brane inflation

collisions of  Fcollisions of  Fcollisions of  Fcollisions of  F----strings &  Dstrings &  Dstrings &  Dstrings &  D----strings produce FD bound states strings produce FD bound states strings produce FD bound states strings produce FD bound states 



differencesdifferencesdifferencesdifferences betweenbetweenbetweenbetween cosmic strings (type II Nielsencosmic strings (type II Nielsencosmic strings (type II Nielsencosmic strings (type II Nielsen----OlesenOlesenOlesenOlesen
vorticesvorticesvorticesvortices in the in the in the in the AbelianAbelianAbelianAbelian HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs model) and cosmic model) and cosmic model) and cosmic model) and cosmic superstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstrings

Pcosmic superstrings � 1Pcosmic strings = 1

Jackson, Jones, Polchinski (2004)

P 1 � P
FFFFFFFF----strings:                                strings:                                strings:                                strings:                                
DDDDDDDD----strings:strings:strings:strings:
FDFDFDFD----strings: strings: strings: strings: 

P = O(g2
s) 10�3 � P � 1

0.1 � P � 1

0 � P � 1

�� cosmic string networks: (cosmic string networks: (cosmic string networks: (cosmic string networks: (cosmic string networks: (cosmic string networks: (cosmic string networks: (cosmic string networks: (subsubsubsubsubsubsubsub--------horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon sizedsizedsizedsizedsizedsizedsizedsized) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) loopsloopsloopsloopsloopsloopsloopsloops and (superand (superand (superand (superand (superand (superand (superand (super--------horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon horizon sizedsizedsizedsizedsizedsizedsizedsized)            )            )            )            )            )            )            )            
long stringslong stringslong stringslong stringslong stringslong stringslong stringslong strings

�� cosmiccosmiccosmiccosmiccosmiccosmiccosmiccosmic superstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstring networks: networks: networks: networks: networks: networks: networks: networks: alsoalsoalsoalsoalsoalsoalsoalso junctionsjunctionsjunctionsjunctionsjunctionsjunctionsjunctionsjunctions atatatatatatatat
whichwhichwhichwhichwhichwhichwhichwhich threethreethreethreethreethreethreethree string segments string segments string segments string segments string segments string segments string segments string segments meetmeetmeetmeetmeetmeetmeetmeet

1 1

1

1

12 2

2

2

2

3

4
or

�� all strings in an all strings in an all strings in an all strings in an all strings in an all strings in an all strings in an all strings in an ordinaryordinaryordinaryordinaryordinaryordinaryordinaryordinary string network have the string network have the string network have the string network have the string network have the string network have the string network have the string network have the samesamesamesamesamesamesamesame tension, tension, tension, tension, tension, tension, tension, tension, whereaswhereaswhereaswhereaswhereaswhereaswhereaswhereas
there there there there there there there there isisisisisisisis a a a a a a a a wholewholewholewholewholewholewholewhole range of tensions for cosmic range of tensions for cosmic range of tensions for cosmic range of tensions for cosmic range of tensions for cosmic range of tensions for cosmic range of tensions for cosmic range of tensions for cosmic superstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstrings

Donaire, Rajantie (2006)

these these these these twotwotwotwo featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeatures are are are are sharedsharedsharedshared withwithwithwith typetypetypetype----I I I I vorticesvorticesvorticesvortices in the in the in the in the AbelianAbelianAbelianAbelian HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs model, but model, but model, but model, but 
in in in in constrastconstrastconstrastconstrast withwithwithwith themthemthemthem, , , , superstringssuperstringssuperstringssuperstrings have have have have twotwotwotwo integerintegerintegerinteger----valuedvaluedvaluedvalued charges, p and qcharges, p and qcharges, p and qcharges, p and q



� cosmic strings stretching across the horizon: the energy densitcosmic strings stretching across the horizon: the energy densitcosmic strings stretching across the horizon: the energy densitcosmic strings stretching across the horizon: the energy density scales likey scales likey scales likey scales like

� cosmic string loops: the energy density (as for monopoles) scalcosmic string loops: the energy density (as for monopoles) scalcosmic string loops: the energy density (as for monopoles) scalcosmic string loops: the energy density (as for monopoles) scales like es like es like es like 

naively, the cosmic string density is a problemnaively, the cosmic string density is a problemnaively, the cosmic string density is a problemnaively, the cosmic string density is a problem

� however, their interactions substantially suppresses the densithowever, their interactions substantially suppresses the densithowever, their interactions substantially suppresses the densithowever, their interactions substantially suppresses the densityyyy

� intercommutationintercommutationintercommutationintercommutation of intersecting strings & decay of resulting string loops reducof intersecting strings & decay of resulting string loops reducof intersecting strings & decay of resulting string loops reducof intersecting strings & decay of resulting string loops reduces es es es 
the density so that it decreases like radiation (matter) during the density so that it decreases like radiation (matter) during the density so that it decreases like radiation (matter) during the density so that it decreases like radiation (matter) during RDE (MDE)RDE (MDE)RDE (MDE)RDE (MDE)

� the network rapidly approaches the scaling solutionthe network rapidly approaches the scaling solutionthe network rapidly approaches the scaling solutionthe network rapidly approaches the scaling solution
physics is dictated by the single parameter         physics is dictated by the single parameter         physics is dictated by the single parameter         physics is dictated by the single parameter         G


1/a2

1/a3

cosmic string evolutioncosmic string evolutioncosmic string evolutioncosmic string evolution

Ringeval, Sakellariadou, Bouchet (2006)               
Vanchurin, Olum, Vilenkin (2006)                                            
Martins, Shellard (2006)

Bennett, Bouchet (1990) 
Sakellariadou, Vilenkin (1990)
Shellard, Allen (1990)



c. ringeval



aimaimaimaim:::: buildbuildbuildbuild a simple a simple a simple a simple fieldfieldfieldfield theorytheorytheorytheory model of  bound states, in model of  bound states, in model of  bound states, in model of  bound states, in 
analogyanalogyanalogyanalogy withwithwithwith the the the the AbelianAbelianAbelianAbelian HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs model, and model, and model, and model, and studystudystudystudy itsitsitsits propertiespropertiespropertiesproperties
usingusingusingusing latticelatticelatticelattice simulationssimulationssimulationssimulations

� bound states have bound states have bound states have bound states have differentdifferentdifferentdifferent tension tension tension tension thanthanthanthan singlesinglesinglesingle----charge strings charge strings charge strings charge strings 

� set longset longset longset long----range interaction of range interaction of range interaction of range interaction of eacheacheacheach speciesspeciesspeciesspecies of  strings of  strings of  strings of  strings individuallyindividuallyindividuallyindividually; ; ; ; 

differentdifferentdifferentdifferent components of the FDcomponents of the FDcomponents of the FDcomponents of the FD----string are string are string are string are expectedexpectedexpectedexpected to to to to exhibitexhibitexhibitexhibit
differentdifferentdifferentdifferent types of longtypes of longtypes of longtypes of long----range interactionsrange interactionsrange interactionsrange interactions

evolution of cosmic superstring networksevolution of cosmic superstring networksevolution of cosmic superstring networksevolution of cosmic superstring networks

characteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicscharacteristics::::



the modelthe modelthe modelthe model

� two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:

include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the AbelianAbelianAbelianAbelianAbelianAbelianAbelianAbelian Higgs modelHiggs modelHiggs modelHiggs modelHiggs modelHiggs modelHiggs modelHiggs model

� formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:

introduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potential

� one non one non one non one non one non one non one non one non ––––––––BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long 
range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):

consider the second type of string to be the topological defect consider the second type of string to be the topological defect consider the second type of string to be the topological defect consider the second type of string to be the topological defect consider the second type of string to be the topological defect consider the second type of string to be the topological defect consider the second type of string to be the topological defect consider the second type of string to be the topological defect 
of a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetryof a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetryof a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetryof a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetryof a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetryof a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetryof a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetryof a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetry

RajantieRajantieRajantieRajantie, Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, StoicaStoicaStoicaStoica (2007)           (2007)           (2007)           (2007)           



if if if if bothbothbothboth speciesspeciesspeciesspecies of strings are BPS:of strings are BPS:of strings are BPS:of strings are BPS:

S =
∫

d3xdt
[

� 4
1F2 � 2

1(D
�)(D
�)��
4
�1(�����2

1)
2

� 4
1H2 � 2

1(D
�)(D
�)�� 4
�2��� (���� �2

2)
2

D
� = ∂
�� ie1A
� D
� = ∂
�� ie2C
�

F
� = ∂
A� � ∂�A
 H
� = ∂
C� � ∂�C


� the the the the HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs fieldfieldfieldfield � the the the the axionaxionaxionaxion fieldfieldfieldfield

• in the case of a nonin the case of a nonin the case of a nonin the case of a non----BPS BPS BPS BPS speciesspeciesspeciesspecies of string:  set                                                of string:  set                                                of string:  set                                                of string:  set                                                e2 = 0

RajantieRajantieRajantieRajantie, Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, StoicaStoicaStoicaStoica (2007)           (2007)           (2007)           (2007)           



there there there there isisisis onlyonlyonlyonly one pair of one pair of one pair of one pair of locallocallocallocal and one pair of and one pair of and one pair of and one pair of global global global global stringsstringsstringsstrings

attractive interactions attractive interactions attractive interactions attractive interactions betweenbetweenbetweenbetween global global global global 
strings strings strings strings resultresultresultresult in in in in theirtheirtheirtheir motion motion motion motion towardstowardstowardstowards
the local the local the local the local onesonesonesones
doesdoesdoesdoes the formation of bound states the formation of bound states the formation of bound states the formation of bound states cancancancan
stop the motion of the global strings?stop the motion of the global strings?stop the motion of the global strings?stop the motion of the global strings?

global strings move global strings move global strings move global strings move towardstowardstowardstowards local local local local onesonesonesones
and cross and cross and cross and cross themthemthemthem, , , , formingformingformingforming bound states bound states bound states bound states 

these bound states these bound states these bound states these bound states thenthenthenthen split as the split as the split as the split as the 
global strings continue to move global strings continue to move global strings continue to move global strings continue to move 
towardstowardstowardstowards eacheacheacheach otherotherotherother

finallyfinallyfinallyfinally theytheytheythey collidecollidecollidecollide and and and and annihilateannihilateannihilateannihilate

bound states do not survive the longbound states do not survive the longbound states do not survive the longbound states do not survive the long----
range interactions of global stringsrange interactions of global stringsrange interactions of global stringsrange interactions of global strings

RajantieRajantieRajantieRajantie, Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, , Sakellariadou, StoicaStoicaStoicaStoica (2007)           (2007)           (2007)           (2007)           



does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring network from network from network from network from 
reaching a scaling solution?reaching a scaling solution?reaching a scaling solution?reaching a scaling solution?

use a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in the evolution of a evolution of a evolution of a evolution of a 
network composed by F, D and FDnetwork composed by F, D and FDnetwork composed by F, D and FDnetwork composed by F, D and FD----stringsstringsstringsstrings

Sakellariadou, Sakellariadou, Sakellariadou, Sakellariadou, StoicaStoicaStoicaStoica (2008)           (2008)           (2008)           (2008)           

� scaling of F,D,FDscaling of F,D,FDscaling of F,D,FDscaling of F,D,FD----strings is robuststrings is robuststrings is robuststrings is robust

� there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to chopping chopping chopping chopping 
off loopsoff loopsoff loopsoff loops

new mechanismnew mechanismnew mechanismnew mechanism: : : : formation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing length

overall network does not freeze because the string length of theoverall network does not freeze because the string length of theoverall network does not freeze because the string length of theoverall network does not freeze because the string length of the unbound unbound unbound unbound 
states decreases fasterstates decreases fasterstates decreases fasterstates decreases faster

use a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in the evolution of a evolution of a evolution of a evolution of a 
network composed by F, D and FDnetwork composed by F, D and FDnetwork composed by F, D and FDnetwork composed by F, D and FD----stringsstringsstringsstrings



cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  

detection involves gravitational interactions of cosmdetection involves gravitational interactions of cosmdetection involves gravitational interactions of cosmdetection involves gravitational interactions of cosmic superstrings ic superstrings ic superstrings ic superstrings 

cosmic superstring detectioncosmic superstring detectioncosmic superstring detectioncosmic superstring detection

� gravity wavesgravity wavesgravity wavesgravity waves

� RR/RR/RR/RR/dilatondilatondilatondilaton emissionemissionemissionemission

� gravitational gravitational gravitational gravitational lensinglensinglensinglensing

� micromicromicromicro----lensinglensinglensinglensing

� CMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropies



cosmic strings in flat spacecosmic strings in flat spacecosmic strings in flat spacecosmic strings in flat space----timetimetimetime

constraint equations and string e.o.m.:constraint equations and string e.o.m.:constraint equations and string e.o.m.:constraint equations and string e.o.m.:

general solution to string e.o.m. in flat spacegeneral solution to string e.o.m. in flat spacegeneral solution to string e.o.m. in flat spacegeneral solution to string e.o.m. in flat space----time:time:time:time:

x(�, t)

x� 2(�, t) = 4
1[a′(�� t) � b

′(� + t)]2

and             describe closed curves  on a unit and             describe closed curves  on a unit and             describe closed curves  on a unit and             describe closed curves  on a unit spherespherespherespherea
′(�) � b

′(�)

they satisfy:                                                 buthey satisfy:                                                 buthey satisfy:                                                 buthey satisfy:                                                 but otherwise are arbitraryt otherwise are arbitraryt otherwise are arbitraryt otherwise are arbitrary
∫

0
L
a
′d� =

∫

0
L
b
′d� = 0

if the two curves intersect then:if the two curves intersect then:if the two curves intersect then:if the two curves intersect then: x� 2(�, t) = 1

smooth loops will in general have such luminal points: cuspssmooth loops will in general have such luminal points: cuspssmooth loops will in general have such luminal points: cuspssmooth loops will in general have such luminal points: cusps

property of loop solutions: points along the string can reach thproperty of loop solutions: points along the string can reach thproperty of loop solutions: points along the string can reach thproperty of loop solutions: points along the string can reach the velocity of light e velocity of light e velocity of light e velocity of light 



nonnonnonnon----periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on branesbranesbranesbranes

a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel DpDpDpDp----branesbranesbranesbranes

boundary conditions on    and      for Neumann and in boundary conditions on    and      for Neumann and in boundary conditions on    and      for Neumann and in boundary conditions on    and      for Neumann and in DirichletDirichletDirichletDirichlet directions:        directions:        directions:        directions:        
aaaa’’’’ andandandandandandandand bbbb’’’’ curves are related bycurves are related bycurves are related bycurves are related bycurves are related bycurves are related bycurves are related bycurves are related by inversion through a surface of identical dimension inversion through a surface of identical dimension inversion through a surface of identical dimension inversion through a surface of identical dimension inversion through a surface of identical dimension inversion through a surface of identical dimension inversion through a surface of identical dimension inversion through a surface of identical dimension 
and orientation to the and orientation to the and orientation to the and orientation to the and orientation to the and orientation to the and orientation to the and orientation to the DpDpDpDpDpDpDpDp--------branesbranesbranesbranesbranesbranesbranesbranes, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere, that passes through the centre of the unit sphere

aaaaaaaa’’’’ , , , , bbbbbbbb’’’’ :  closed curves on unit sphere, :  closed curves on unit sphere, :  closed curves on unit sphere, :  closed curves on unit sphere, 
but their centres of mass are not but their centres of mass are not but their centres of mass are not but their centres of mass are not 
necessarily at centre of unit sphere necessarily at centre of unit sphere necessarily at centre of unit sphere necessarily at centre of unit sphere 

cusps: if and only if cusps: if and only if cusps: if and only if cusps: if and only if aaaaaaaa’’’’ and band band band b’’’’
intersect on the unit sphereintersect on the unit sphereintersect on the unit sphereintersect on the unit sphere

p=2: ap=2: ap=2: ap=2: a’’’’ and band band band b’’’’ are reflections of each other across a are reflections of each other across a are reflections of each other across a are reflections of each other across a 
plane passing through the centre of the unit sphereplane passing through the centre of the unit sphereplane passing through the centre of the unit sphereplane passing through the centre of the unit sphere

x� x
′



D1D1D1D1----branesbranesbranesbranes

aaaa’’’’ and band band band b’’’’ intersect whenever intersect whenever intersect whenever intersect whenever the line through which they are inverted is the line through which they are inverted is the line through which they are inverted is the line through which they are inverted is the line through which they are inverted is the line through which they are inverted is the line through which they are inverted is the line through which they are inverted is 
enclosed by the closed curvesenclosed by the closed curvesenclosed by the closed curvesenclosed by the closed curvesenclosed by the closed curvesenclosed by the closed curvesenclosed by the closed curvesenclosed by the closed curves

when the angle between when the angle between when the angle between when the angle between 
the 2 vectors perpendicular the 2 vectors perpendicular the 2 vectors perpendicular the 2 vectors perpendicular 
to the inversion line and to the inversion line and to the inversion line and to the inversion line and 
ending on the curve is ending on the curve is ending on the curve is ending on the curve is 
equal to equal to equal to equal to ππππ, , , , the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted 
curve will intersect the curve will intersect the curve will intersect the curve will intersect the curve will intersect the curve will intersect the curve will intersect the curve will intersect the 
original oneoriginal oneoriginal oneoriginal oneoriginal oneoriginal oneoriginal oneoriginal one

Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, RajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharan, Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008)

cusps in a significant fraction of cases provided cusps in a significant fraction of cases provided cusps in a significant fraction of cases provided cusps in a significant fraction of cases provided inter-brane separation << string length

there will be a pair of points that 
are invariant under inversion



genericitygenericitygenericitygenericity of cusps on nonof cusps on nonof cusps on nonof cusps on non----periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on branesbranesbranesbranes

� cusps are generic features of an Fcusps are generic features of an Fcusps are generic features of an Fcusps are generic features of an F----string ending on two parallel Dstring ending on two parallel Dstring ending on two parallel Dstring ending on two parallel D----strings strings strings strings 

� an Fan Fan Fan F----string stretched between 2 threestring stretched between 2 threestring stretched between 2 threestring stretched between 2 three----string junctions behaves as an Fstring junctions behaves as an Fstring junctions behaves as an Fstring junctions behaves as an F----string string string string 
between 2 D1between 2 D1between 2 D1between 2 D1----branes (to order g )branes (to order g )branes (to order g )branes (to order g )

a pair of threea pair of threea pair of threea pair of three----string junctions would have cuspsstring junctions would have cuspsstring junctions would have cuspsstring junctions would have cusps

Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, RajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharan, Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008)

ssss

cusps exist in noncusps exist in noncusps exist in noncusps exist in non----periodic strings ending on Dperiodic strings ending on Dperiodic strings ending on Dperiodic strings ending on D----branesbranesbranesbranes

GW and SM fields + GW and SM fields + GW and SM fields + GW and SM fields + dilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stabledilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stabledilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stabledilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stable SUSY particles can be emittedSUSY particles can be emittedSUSY particles can be emittedSUSY particles can be emitted

under Sunder Sunder Sunder S----duality the role of F and D strings is reversedduality the role of F and D strings is reversedduality the role of F and D strings is reversedduality the role of F and D strings is reversed::::

cusps exist on light Dcusps exist on light Dcusps exist on light Dcusps exist on light D----strings ending on threestrings ending on threestrings ending on threestrings ending on three----string junctionsstring junctionsstring junctionsstring junctions



gravitational gravitational gravitational gravitational lensinglensinglensinglensing

� deficit angle:                                                 deficit angle:                                                 deficit angle:                                                 deficit angle:                                                 
a galaxy behind a long cosmic string will                       a galaxy behind a long cosmic string will                       a galaxy behind a long cosmic string will                       a galaxy behind a long cosmic string will                       
appear as a double undistorted imageappear as a double undistorted imageappear as a double undistorted imageappear as a double undistorted image

� wiggly strings lead to a local gravitational attractive force twiggly strings lead to a local gravitational attractive force twiggly strings lead to a local gravitational attractive force twiggly strings lead to a local gravitational attractive force towards strings             owards strings             owards strings             owards strings             
elliptical distortion of background galaxies elliptical distortion of background galaxies elliptical distortion of background galaxies elliptical distortion of background galaxies 

� string Junctions will effect string Junctions will effect string Junctions will effect string Junctions will effect lensinglensinglensinglensing

Shlaer, Wyman (2005) 

Dyda, Brandenberger (2007) 

Brandenberger, Firouzjahi, Karouby (2007) 

micromicromicromicro----lensinglensinglensinglensing

� string loops can lens stars, which shows up as the brightness ostring loops can lens stars, which shows up as the brightness ostring loops can lens stars, which shows up as the brightness ostring loops can lens stars, which shows up as the brightness of a star doubles f a star doubles f a star doubles f a star doubles 
for a short period of timefor a short period of timefor a short period of timefor a short period of time

� event rate for microevent rate for microevent rate for microevent rate for micro----lensinglensinglensinglensing of distant quasars by cosmic strings is tinyof distant quasars by cosmic strings is tinyof distant quasars by cosmic strings is tinyof distant quasars by cosmic strings is tiny

Kuijken, Siemens, Vachaspati (2007) 



CMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropies

� WMAP data constrain the contribution from cosmic strings to be aWMAP data constrain the contribution from cosmic strings to be aWMAP data constrain the contribution from cosmic strings to be aWMAP data constrain the contribution from cosmic strings to be at most t most t most t most 

G
 � 7 � 10�7 Bouchet, Peter, Riazuelo, Sakellariadou (2000)   
Pogosian, Tye, Wassweman, Wyman (2003)        
Jeong, Smoot (2005)

〈 T0

∆T(n�1) T0

∆T(n�2)〉 = 4!
1 ∑

"
(2"+1)C"P"(n�1 
n�2) W2

"

Bevis, Hindmarsh, Kunz, Urrestilla (2006)

" = 220.7 � 0.7

" = 531.3 � 3.5

"  4 0 0

Hinshaw et  al  (2006)

WMAP

cosmic strings

global textures

C" = $Cinfl
"

+ (1 � $)Ccs
"

at most at most at most at most 10%

� a Ba Ba Ba B----mode polarisation signal from strings is expected to be much strmode polarisation signal from strings is expected to be much strmode polarisation signal from strings is expected to be much strmode polarisation signal from strings is expected to be much stronger onger onger onger 
than that in a pure inflationary scenariothan that in a pure inflationary scenariothan that in a pure inflationary scenariothan that in a pure inflationary scenario



gravity wavesgravity wavesgravity wavesgravity waves

� a network of strings produces a stochastic background of gravita network of strings produces a stochastic background of gravita network of strings produces a stochastic background of gravita network of strings produces a stochastic background of gravitational waves, ational waves, ational waves, ational waves, 
within the sensitivity frequency range of Advanced LIGO / VIRGO within the sensitivity frequency range of Advanced LIGO / VIRGO within the sensitivity frequency range of Advanced LIGO / VIRGO within the sensitivity frequency range of Advanced LIGO / VIRGO and LISAand LISAand LISAand LISA

� such stochastic GW also influences the very precise pulsar timisuch stochastic GW also influences the very precise pulsar timisuch stochastic GW also influences the very precise pulsar timisuch stochastic GW also influences the very precise pulsar timing measurementsng measurementsng measurementsng measurements
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loops are formed with 
lengthl � &ΓG


P � 5 � 10�3 G
 = 10�7

Siemens, Mandic, Creighton (2007) 

Damour, Vilenkin (2005)  ;   Siemens et al (2006)
Ωgw(f) = (f/)c)d)gw/df

Ωgw < 6.5 � 10�5

51 � 150Hz

LIGO S4

pulsar
Ωgw < 3.9 � 10�8

1/(20yr) � 1/yr

BBN
∫

Ωgw(f)d(lnf) < 1.5 � 10�5

z > 5.5 � 109, f > 10�10Hz

CMB
Ωgw(f)d(lnf) < 7.5 � 10�5

z > 5.5�1100, f > 10�15Hz



cosmic superstrings are more accessiblecosmic superstrings are more accessiblecosmic superstrings are more accessiblecosmic superstrings are more accessible because the spectrum amplitude                  
is inversely proportional to      through its dependence on the loop densityP

the pulsar limit is the most constrainingthe pulsar limit is the most constrainingthe pulsar limit is the most constrainingthe pulsar limit is the most constraining; BBN & CMB bounds are consistent 
with, but somewhat weaker 

the bound rules out cosmic superstring models with              whenG
 � 10�12 P�10�3

even for                   superstring tensions with            are ruled outP � 10�1 G
 � 10�10

field theoretic strings and superstrings with                are ruled our for P � 1 G
 � 10�8

Siemens, Mandic, Creighton (2007) 

Sakellariadou (2005)



towards the end of brane inflation cosmic superstrings are produtowards the end of brane inflation cosmic superstrings are produtowards the end of brane inflation cosmic superstrings are produtowards the end of brane inflation cosmic superstrings are produced  ced  ced  ced  

their properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a sctheir properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a sctheir properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a sctheir properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a scaling aling aling aling 
network open up their possible detections in the near future, vinetwork open up their possible detections in the near future, vinetwork open up their possible detections in the near future, vinetwork open up their possible detections in the near future, via a a a 
cosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurementscosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurementscosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurementscosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurements

finding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will revefinding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will revefinding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will revefinding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will reveal al al al 
the particular brane inflationary scenario and validate string tthe particular brane inflationary scenario and validate string tthe particular brane inflationary scenario and validate string tthe particular brane inflationary scenario and validate string theory heory heory heory 
and the brane world scenarioand the brane world scenarioand the brane world scenarioand the brane world scenario

conclusionsconclusionsconclusionsconclusions


